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                                                               COMPILER DESIGN 
                                                                      UNIT-1 
 

                                LANGUAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM 
 
 

 Preprocessor : 
A preprocessor produce input to compilers. They may perform the following functions. 

1. Macro processing: A preprocessor may allow a user to define macros that are short 
hands for longer constructs. 

2. File inclusion: A preprocessor may include header files into the program text. 
3. Rational preprocessor: these preprocessors augment older languages with more 

modern flow-of-control and data structuring facilities. 
4. Language Extensions: These preprocessor attempts to add capabilities to the 

language by certain amounts to build-in macro 
 

COMPILER : 
Compiler is a translator program that translates a program written in (HLL) the source program 
and translate it into an equivalent program in (MLL) the target program. As an important part of 
a compiler is error showing to the programmer. 
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Compiler 

Obj pgm input Obj pgm opj pgm output 

 
 

 

Executing a program written n HLL programming language is basically of two parts. the 
source program must first be compiled translated into a object program. Then the results 
object program is loaded into a memory executed. 

 

Source pgm obj pgm 
 
 
 

 

 ASSEMBLER: programmers found it difficult to write or read programs in machine 
language. They begin to use a mnemonic (symbols) for each machine instruction, which 
they would subsequently translate into machine language. Such a mnemonic machine 
language is now called an assembly language. Programs known as assembler were  
written to automate the translation of assembly language in to machine language. The 
input to an assembler program is called source program, the output is a machine 
language translation (object program). 

 
 INTERPRETER: An interpreter is a program that appears to execute a source program as 

if it were machine language. 

 
 

Advantages: 

 

    Modification of user program can be easily made and implemented as execution 
proceeds. 
Type of object that denotes a various may change dynamically. 
Debugging a program and finding errors is simplified task for a program used for 
interpretation. 

    The interpreter for the language makes it machine independent. 
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Disadvantages: 
 

The execution of the program is 
slower. Memory consumption is more. 

 
2 Loader and Link-editor: 

Once the assembler procedures an object program, that program must be placed into 
memory and executed. The assembler could place the object program directly in 
memory and transfer control to it, thereby causing the  machine  language  program  to  
be  execute. This would waste core by leaving the assembler in memory while the user’s 
program was being executed. Also the programmer would have to retranslate his 
program with each execution, thus wasting translation time. To over come this problems 
of wasted translation time and memory. System programmers developed another 
component called loader 

 
 A loader is a program that places programs into memory and prepares them for execution. 

 
TRANSLATOR 
A translator is a program that takes as input a program written in one language and produces as 
output a program in another language. Beside program translation, the translator performs 
another very important role, the error-detection.  
TYPE OF TRANSLATORS:-   
1.Interpretor 
2.Compiler 
3.Preprocessor 

 

STRUCTURE OF THE COMPILER DESIGN : 
Phases of a compiler: A compiler operates in phases. A phase is a logically interrelated operation 
that takes source program in one representation and produces output in another representation.  
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PHASES OF A COMPILER 

 
 

No-of-sub processes called ‘phases’. 

Lexical Analysis:- 
LA or Scanners reads the source program one character at a time, carving the source 
program into a sequence of automic units called tokens. 
 
Syntax Analysis:- 
The second stage of translation is called Syntax analysis or parsing. In this phase expressions, 
statements, declarations etc… are identified by using the results of lexical analysis. Syntax 
analysis is aided by using techniques based on formal grammar of the programming 
language. 
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Intermediate Code Generations:- 

       An intermediate representation of the final machine language code is produced. 
This phase bridges the analysis and synthesis phases of translation. 
 
Code Optimization :- 
This is optional phase described to improve the intermediate code so that the output runs 
faster and takes less space. 
 
Code Generation:- 
The last phase of translation is code generation. A number of optimizations to reduce the 
length of machine language program are carried out during this phase. The output of the 
code generator is the machine language program of the specified computer. 

 
Table Management (or) Book-keeping:- 

     This is the portion to keep the names used by the program and records essential information  
     about each. The data structure used to record this information called a Symbol Table. 
 

Error Handlers:- 
        It is invoked when a flaw error in the source program is detected. 
 

Intermediate Code Generation:- 
The intermediate code generation uses the structure produced by the syntax analyzer to 
create a stream of simple instructions. 
The output of the syntax analyzer is some representation of a parse tree. the intermediate 
code generation phase transforms this parse tree into an intermediate language 
representation of the source program. 

Error! Bookmark not defined.Error! Bookmark not defined. 
       Code Optimization : 
       This is optional phase described to improve the intermediate code so that the output runs   
       faster and takes less space. Its output is another intermediate code program that does the 
      same job as the original, but in a way that saves time and spaces. 
 
       Ways of code optimization: 
 
       1.Local Optimization:- 
        There are local transformations that can be applied to a program to make an improvement.  
          
       2.Loop Optimizion 
 
    Table Management OR Book-keeping :- A compiler needs to collect information about all  
   the data objects that appear  in the source program. The information about data objects is  
collected by the early phases of the compiler-lexical and syntactic analyzers. The data structure 
used to  record this information is called as Symbol Table. 
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Error Handing :- 
One of the most important functions of a compiler is the detection and  reporting of errors 
in the source program. The error message should allow the programmer to determine 
exactly where the errors have occurred. Errors may occur in all  the phases of a compiler.
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Intermediate Code Generator 

Lexical Analyzer 

 

Semantic Analyzer 

Example: 
Position:= initial + rate *60 

 
 

 
Tokens id1 = id2 + id3 * id4 

 
= 

 
id1 + 

 
id2 * 

 
id3 id4 

 
= 

 
id1 + 

 
id2 * 

id3 60 

int to real 
 
 
 

temp1:= int to real (60) 
temp2:= id3 * temp1 
temp3:= id2 + temp2 

id1:= temp3. 

 
 

Temp1:= id3 * 60.0 

 

Syntax Analyzer 

Code Optimizer 
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Code Generator 

 

Id1:= id2 +temp1 
 
 

 
 
 
 

MOVF id3, r2 
MULF *60.0, r2 
MOVF id2, r2 
ADDF  r2, r1 
MOVF r1, id1 

 
 TOKEN :  
Lexical analyzer  reads the source program one character at a time, converting the source  
program into a sequence of automatic units called Tokens. 

If the symbols are given in the standard format the LA accepts and produces token as 
output. Each token is a sub-string of the program that is to be treated as a single unit.  

Token are different types: 
        1 Specific strings such as IF , semicolon. 
        2 Classes of string such as identifiers, label, constants. 



 

  

 

 

UNIT -2 
 

LEXICAL ANALYSIS 
 

OVER VIEW OF LEXICAL ANALYSIS 

o To identify the tokens we need some method of describing the possible tokens that can 
appear in the input stream. For this purpose we introduce regular expression, a 
notation that can be used to describe essentially all the tokens of programming 
language. 

o Secondly , having decided what the tokens are, we need some mechanism to recognize 
these in the input stream. This is done by the token recognizers, which are designed 
using transition diagrams and finite automata. 

 

ROLE OF LEXICAL ANALYZER 

the LA is the first phase of a compiler. It main task is to read the input character 
and produce as output a sequence of tokens that the parser uses for syntax analysis. 

 

 

 

 
Upon receiving a „get next token‟ command form the parser, the lexical analyzer 

reads the input character until it can identify the next token. The LA return to the parser 
representation for the token it has found. The representation will be an integer code, if the 
token is a simple construct such as parenthesis, comma or colon. 

LA may also perform certain secondary tasks as the user interface. One such task is 
striping out from the source program the commands and white spaces in the form of blank, 
tab and new line characters. Another is correlating error message from the compiler with the 
source program. 

LEXICAL ANALYSIS VS PARSING: 
 

Lexical analysis Parsing 

A Scanner simply turns an input String (say a 
file) into a list of tokens. These tokens 
represent things like identifiers, parentheses, 
operators etc. 

 

The lexical analyzer (the "lexer") parses 
individual symbols from the source code file 
into tokens. From there, the "parser" proper 
turns those whole tokens into sentences of 
your grammar 

A parser converts this list of tokens into a 
Tree-like object to represent how the tokens 
fit together to form a cohesive whole 
(sometimes referred to as a sentence). 

 

A parser does not give the nodes any 
meaning beyond structural cohesion. The 
next thing to do is extract meaning from this 
structure (sometimes called contextual 
analysis). 



 

  

 

 

 
 



 

  

 

 

TOKEN, LEXEME, PATTERN: 

 
Token: Token is a sequence of characters that can be treated as a single logical entity. 
Typical tokens are, 

1) Identifiers 2) keywords 3) operators 4) special symbols 5)constants 

Pattern: A set of strings in the input for which the same token is produced as output. This 
set of strings is described by a rule called a pattern associated with the token. 

Lexeme: A lexeme is a sequence of characters in the source program that is matched by the 
pattern for a token. 

 
Description of token 

 

Token Lexeme pattern 

const Const const 

if If If 

relation <,<=,= ,< >,>=,> < or <= or = or < > or >= or letter 
followed by letters & digit 

i Pi any numeric constant 

nun 3.14 any character b/w “and “except" 

literal "core" pattern 

A patter is a rule describing the set of lexemes that can represent a particular token in source 
program. 

 

LEXICAL ERRORS: 

 
Lexical errors are the errors thrown by your lexer when unable to continue. Which means 
that there's no way to recognise a lexeme as a valid token for you lexer. Syntax errors, on the 
other side, will be thrown by your scanner when a given set of already recognised valid 
tokens don't match any of the right sides of your grammar rules. simple panic-mode error 
handling system requires that we return to a high-level parsing function when a parsing or 
lexical error is detected. 

 

Error-recovery actions are: 

i. Delete one character from the remaining input. 

ii. Insert a missing character in to the remaining input. 

iii. Replace a character by another character. 

iv. Transpose two adjacent characters. 



 

  

 

 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN COMPILER AND INTERPRETER 

1 A compiler converts the high level instruction into machine language while an 
interpreter converts the high level instruction into an intermediate form. 

2 Before execution, entire program is executed by the compiler whereas 
after translating the first line, an interpreter then executes it and so on. 

3 List of errors is created by the compiler after the compilation process while an 

    interpreter stops translating after the first error. 

4 An independent executable file is created by the compiler whereas interpreter is  

    required by an interpreted program each time. 

The compiler produce object code whereas interpreter does not produce object code. 
In the process of compilation the program is analyzed only once and then the code is 
generated whereas source program is interpreted every time it is to be executed and 
every time the source program is analyzed. hence interpreter is less efficient than 
compiler. 

Examples of interpreter: A UPS Debugger is basically a graphical source level 
debugger but it contains built in C interpreter which can handle multiple source files. 
example of compiler: Borland c compiler or Turbo C compiler compiles the programs 
written in C or C++. 

 
AUTOMATA :    

An automation is defined as a system where information is transmitted and used for 
performing some functions without direct participation of man. 

1, an automation in which the output depends only on the input is called an 
automation without memory. 

2, an automation in which the output depends on the input and state also is 
called as automation with memory. 
 

DESCRIPTION OF AUTOMATA 
 

1 an automata has a mechanism to read input from input tape, 

2 any language is recognized by some automation, Hence these automation  
are basically language acceptor  or language recognizers. 
 

Types of Finite Automata 

 

1 Deterministic Automata 

2 Non-Deterministic Automata.



 

  

 

 

          DETERMINISTIC AUTOMATA : 

 
A deterministic finite automata has at most one transition from each state on 

any input. A DFA is a special case of a NFA in which:- 
 

1 it has no transitions on input € , 

2 each input symbol has at most one transition from any state. 

 
DFA formally defined by 5 tuple notation M = (Q, ∑, δ, qo, 

F), where Q is a finite set of states which is non empty. 
∑ is input alphabets indicates input set. 

qo is an initial state  

 F is a set of Final states. 

δ is a transmission function‟ or mapping function, using this function the next 
state can be determined. 

 

The regular expression is converted into minimized DFA by the following procedure: 

 

Regular expression → NFA → DFA → Minimized DFA 

 
The Finite Automata is called DFA if there is only one path for a specific input 

from current state to next state. 
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NON DETERMINISTIC AUTOMATA 

 

   A NFA is a mathematical model that consists of 
▪ A set of states S. 
▪ A set of input symbols ∑. 
▪ A transition for move from one state to an other. 
▪ A state so that is distinguished as the start (or initial) state. 
▪ A set of states F distinguished as accepting (or final) state. 
▪ A number of transition to a single symbol. 

 
 
 
 

So 
a 

S2 

b 

S1 



 

  

 

 

 Lex specifications: 
 

A Lex program  consists of three parts: 

 
declarations 

 

translation rules 

 

auxiliary procedures 

 

 
1. The declarations section includes declarations of variables, manifest constants(A 

manifest constant is an identifier that is declared to represent a constant and 
regular definitions. 

2. The translation rules of a Lex program are statements of the form : 

p1 {action 1} 

p2 {action 2} 

p3 {action 3} 

… … 

… … 

where each p is a regular expression and each action is a program fragment 
describing what action the lexical analyzer should take when a pattern p matches a 
lexeme. In Lex the actions are written in C. 

 
3. The third section holds whatever auxiliary procedures are needed by the actions. 

Alternatively these procedures can be compiled separately and loaded with the 
lexical analyzer. 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

UNIT -3 
 

SYNTAX ANALYSIS 
 

 ROLE OF THE PARSER 

 

Parser obtains a string of tokens from the lexical analyzer and verifies that it can be generated 

by the language for the source program. The parser should report any syntax errors in an 

intelligible fashion. The two types of parsers employed are: 

1.Top down parser: which build parse trees from top(root) to bottom(leaves) 

2.Bottom up parser: which build parse trees from leaves and work up the root. 

Therefore there are two types of parsing methods– top-down parsing and bottom-up parsing 
 

 TOP-DOWN PARSING 

A program that performs syntax analysis is called a parser. A syntax analyzer takes tokens as 

input and output error message if the program syntax is wrong. The parser uses symbol-look- 

ahead and an approach called top-down parsing without backtracking. Top-downparsers 

check to see if a string can be generated by a grammar by creating a parse tree starting from 

the initial symbol and working down. Bottom-up parsers, however, check to see a string can 

be generated from a grammar by creating a parse tree from the leaves, and working up. Early 

parser generators such as YACC creates bottom-up parsers whereas many of Java parser 

generators such as Java create top-down parsers. 

 RECURSIVE DESCENT PARSING 

Typically, top-down parsers are implemented as a set of recursive functions that descent 

through a parse tree for a string. This approach is known as recursive descent parsing, also 

known as LL(k) parsing where the first L stands for left-to-right, the second L stands for 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 
 

leftmost-derivation, and k indicates k-symbol lookahead. Therefore, a parser using the single 

symbol look-ahead method and top-down parsing without backtracking is called LL(1) 

parser. In the following sections, we will also use an extended BNF notation in which some 

regulation expression operators are to be incorporated. 

A syntax expression defines sentences of the form . A syntax of the form defines sentences 

that consist of a sentence of the form followed by a sentence of the form followed by a 

sentence of the form . A syntax of the form defines zero or one occurrence of the form . A 

syntax of the form defines zero or more occurrences of the form . 

A usual implementation of an LL(1) parser is: 

initialize its data structures, 

get the look ahead token by calling scanner routines, 

call the routine that implements the start symbol. 

 



 

  
 

 

 

 

 CONSTRUCTION OF PREDICTIVE PARSING TABLES 

For any grammar G, the following algorithm can be used to construct the predictive parsing 

table. The algorithm is 

Input : Grammar G 

Output : Parsing table M 

Method 

1. 1.For each production A-> a of the grammar, do steps 2 and 3. 

2. For each terminal a in FIRST(a), add A->a, to M[A,a]. 

3. If e is in First(a), add A->a to M[A,b] for each terminal b in FOLLOW(A). If e is in 

FIRST(a) and $ is in FOLLOW(A), add A->a to M[A,$]. 

4. Make each undefined entry of M be error. 

 LL(1) GRAMMAR 

The above algorithm can be applied to any grammar G to produce a parsing table M. For 

some Grammars, for example if G is left recursive or ambiguous, then M will have at least 

one multiply-defined entry. A grammar whose parsing table has no multiply defined  entries 

is said to be LL(1). It can be shown that the above algorithm can be used to produce for every 

LL(1) grammar G a parsing table M that parses all and only the sentences of G. LL(1) 

grammars have several distinctive properties. No ambiguous or left recursive grammar can  

be LL(1). There remains a question of what should be done in case of multiply defined 

entries. One easy solution is to eliminate all left recursion and left factoring, hoping to 

produce a grammar which will produce no multiply defined entries in the parse tables. 

Unfortunately there are some grammars which will give an LL(1) grammar after any kind of 

alteration. In general, there are no universal rules to convert multiply defined entries into 

single valued entries without affecting the language recognized by the parser. 

The main difficulty in using predictive parsing is in writing a grammar for the source 

language such that a predictive parser can be constructed from the grammar. Although left 

recursion elimination and left factoring are easy to do, they make the resulting grammar hard 

to read and difficult to use the translation purposes. To alleviate some of this difficulty, a 

common organization for a parser in a compiler is to use a predictive parser for control 

 

  



 

  
 

 

 
 

constructs and to use operator precedence for expressions.however, if an lr parser generator  

is available, one can get all the benefits of predictive parsing and operator precedence 

automatically. 

 ERROR RECOVERY IN PREDICTIVE PARSING 

The stack of a nonrecursive predictive parser makes explicit the terminals and nonterminals 

that the parser hopes to match with the remainder of the input. We shall therefore refer to 

symbols on the parser stack in the following discussion. An error is detected during  

predictive parsing when the terminal on top of the stack does not match the next input  

symbol or when nonterminal A is on top of the stack, a is the next input symbol, and the 

parsing table entry M[A,a] is empty. 

Panic-mode error recovery is based on the idea of skipping symbols on the input until a token 

in a selected set of synchronizing tokens appears. Its effectiveness depends on the choice of 

synchronizing set. The sets should be chosen so that the parser recovers quickly from errors 

that are likely to occur in practice. Some heuristics are as follows 

 

   As a starting point, we can place all symbols in FOLLOW(A) into the synchronizing set 

for nonterminal A. If we skip tokens until an element of FOLLOW(A) is seen and pop 

A from the stack, it is likely that parsing can continue. 

     It is not enough to use FOLLOW(A) as the synchronizingset for A. Fo example , if 

semicolons terminate statements, as in C, then keywords that begin statements may 

not appear in the FOLLOW set of the nonterminal generating expressions. A missing 

semicolon after an assignment may therefore result in the keyword beginning the next 

statement being skipped. Often, there is a hierarchica structure on constructs in a 

language; e.g., expressions appear within statement, which appear within bblocks,and 

so on. We can add to the synchronizing set of a lower construct the symbols that  

begin higher constructs. For example, we might add keywords that begin  statements 

to the synchronizing sets for the non terminals generating expressions. 

    If we add symbols in FIRST(A) to the synchronizing set for non terminal A, then it may 

be possible to resume parsing according to A if a symbol in FIRST(A) appears in the 

input. 

 

  



 

  
 

 

 
 

      If a non terminal can generate the empty string, then the production deriving e can be 

used as a default. Doing so may postpone some error detection, but cannot cause an 

error to be missed. This approach reduces the number of non terminals that have to be 

considered during error recovery. 

     If a terminal on top of the stack cannot be matched, a simple idea is to pop the terminal, 

issue a message saying that the terminal was inserted, and continue parsing. In effect, 

this approach takes the synchronizing set of a token to consist of all other tokens. 

 LR PARSING INTRODUCTION 

The "L" is for left-to-right scanning of the input and the "R" is for constructing a rightmost 

derivation in reverse. 

 

 
 

 
 

WHY LR PARSING IS USED : 

1. LR parsers can be constructed to recognize virtually all programming-language  

constructs for which context-free grammars can be written. 

            2.  The LR parsing method is the most general non-backtracking shift-reduce parsing  

             Method.  

         

           The class of grammars that can be parsed using LR methods is a proper subset of the class  

            of grammars that can be parsed with predictive parsers. 

An LR parser can detect a syntactic error as soon as it is possible to do so on a left- to- 

right scan of the input. 

  



 

  
 

 

The disadvantage is that it takes too much work to constuct an LR  parser by hand for           

a typical programming-language grammar. But there are lots of LR parser generators 

available to make this task easy. 

MODELS OF LR PARSERS 

The schematic form of an LR parser is shown below. 
 

 

 

The program uses a stack to store a string of the form s0X1s1X2...Xmsm where sm is on top. 

Each Xi is a grammar symbol and each si is a symbol representing a state. Each state symbol 

summarizes the information contained in the stack below it. The combination of the state 

symbol on top of the stack and the current input symbol are used to index the parsing table  

and determine the shift reduce parsing decision. The parsing table consists of two parts: a 

parsing action function action and a goto function goto. The program driving the LR parser 

behaves as follows: It determines sm the state currently on top of the stack and ai the current 

input symbol. It then consults action[sm,ai], which can have one of four values: 

▪ shift s, where s is a state 

▪ reduce by a grammar production A -> b 



 

  
 

 

▪ accept 

▪ error 
 

The function goto takes a state and grammar symbol as arguments and produces a state. 

For a parsing table constructed for a grammar G, the goto table is the transition function of a 

deterministic finite automaton that recognizes the viable prefixes of G. Recall that the viable 

prefixes of G are those prefixes of right-sentential forms that can appear on the stack of a 

shiftreduce parser because they do not extend past the rightmost handle. 

 SHIFT REDUCE PARSING 

A shift-reduce parser uses a parse stack which (conceptually) contains grammar symbols. 

During the operation of the parser, symbols from the input are shifted onto the stack. If a 

prefix of the symbols on top of the stack matches the RHS of a grammar rule which is the 

correct rule to use within the current context, then the parser reduces the RHS of the rule to   

its LHS, replacing the RHS symbols on top of the stack with the nonterminal occurring on 

the LHS of the rule. This shift-reduce process continues until the parser terminates, reporting 

either success or failure. It terminates with success when the input is legal and is accepted by 

the parser. It terminates with failure if an error is detected in the input. The parser is nothing 

but a stack automaton which may be in one of several discrete states. A state is usually 

represented simply as an integer. In reality, the parse stack contains states, rather than 

grammar symbols. However, since each state corresponds to a unique grammar symbol, the 

state stack can be mapped onto the grammar symbol stack mentioned earlier. 

The operation of the parser is controlled by a couple of tables: 
 

1. Initialize the parse stack to contain a single state s0, where s0 is the distinguished initial 

state of the parser. 

2. Use the state s on top of the parse stack and the current look ahead t to consult the 

action table entry action. 

3.Repeat step (2) until the parser terminates. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  
 

 

 

 



 

  
 

 

SLR PARSER 

An LR(0) item (or just item) of a grammar G is a production of G with a dot at some position 

of the right side indicating how much of a production we have seen up to a given point. 

For example, for the production E -> E + T we would have the following items: 

[E -> .E + T] 

[E -> E. + T] 

[E -> E +. T] 

[E -> E + T.] 
 



 

  
 

 

CONSTRUCTING THE SLR PARSING TABLE 

To construct the parser table we must convert our NFA into a DFA. The states in the LR  

table will be the e-closures of the states corresponding to the items SO...the process of 

creating the LR state table parallels the process of constructing an equivalent DFA from a 

machine with e-transitions. Been there, done that - this is essentially the subset construction 

algorithm so we are in familiar territory here. 

We need two operations:  

closure()  

 goto()



 

  
 

 

LALR PARSER: 

We begin with two observations. First, some of the states generated for LR(1) parsing have 

the same set of core (or first) components and differ only in their second component, the 

lookahead symbol. Our intuition is that we should be able to merge these states and reduce 

the number of states we have, getting close to the number of states that would be generated 

for LR(0) parsing. This observation suggests a hybrid approach: We can construct the 

canonical LR(1) sets of items and then look for sets of items having the same core. We merge 

these sets with common cores into one set of items. The merging of states with common  

cores can never produce a shift/reduce conflict that was not present in one of the original 

states because shift actions depend only on the core, not the lookahead. But it is possible for 

the merger to produce a reduce/reduce conflict. 

Our second observation is that we are really only interested in the lookahead symbol in 

places where there is a problem. So our next thought is to take the LR(0) set of items and add 

lookaheads only where they are needed. This leads to a more efficient, but much more 

complicated method. 

    LR ERROR RECOVERY 

An LR parser will detect an error when it consults the parsing action table and find a blank or 

error entry. Errors are never detected by consulting the goto table. An LR parser will detect  

an error as soon as there is no valid continuation for the portion of the input thus far scanned. 

A canonical LR parser will not make even a single reduction before announcing the error. 

SLR and LALR parsers may make several reductions before detecting an error, but they will 

never shift an erroneous input symbol onto the stack. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

 

 

 

UNIT IV- SYNTAX DIRECTEDTRANSLATION & RUN TIME ENVIRONMENT 

 
SEMANTIC ANALYSIS 

➢ Semantic Analysis computes additional information related to the meaning of the 

program once the syntactic structure is known. 

➢ In typed languages as C, semantic analysis involves adding information to the symbol 

table and performing type checking. 

➢ The information to be computed is beyond the capabilities of standard parsing 

techniques, therefore it is not regarded as syntax. 

➢ As for Lexical and Syntax analysis, also for Semantic Analysis we need both a 

Representation Formalism and an Implementation Mechanism. 

➢ As representation formalism this lecture illustrates what are called Syntax Directed 

Translations. 

SYNTAX DIRECTED TRANSLATION 

➢ The Principle of Syntax Directed Translation states that the meaning of an input 

sentence is related to its syntactic structure, i.e., to its Parse-Tree. 

➢ By Syntax Directed Translations we indicate those formalisms for specifying 

translations for programming language constructs guided by context-free grammars. 

o We associate Attributes to the grammar symbols representing the language 

constructs. 

o Values for attributes are computed by Semantic Rules associated with 

grammar productions. 

➢ Evaluation of Semantic Rules may: 

o Generate Code; 

o Insert information into the Symbol Table; 

o Perform Semantic Check; 

o Issue error messages; 

o etc. 



   

 

 

 

There are two notations for attaching semantic rules: 

1. Syntax Directed Definitions. High-level specification hiding many implementation 

details (also called Attribute Grammars). 

2. Translation Schemes. More implementation oriented: Indicate the order in which 

semantic rules are to be evaluated. 

Syntax Directed Definitions 

• Syntax Directed Definitions are a generalization of context-free grammars in which: 

1. Grammar symbols have an associated set of Attributes; 

2. Productions are associated with Semantic Rules for computing the values of attributes. 

▪ Such formalism generates Annotated Parse-Trees where each node of the tree is a 

record with a field for each attribute . 

▪ The value of an attribute of a grammar symbol at a given parse-tree node is defined by 

a semantic rule associated with the production used at that node. 

 
We distinguish between two kinds of attributes: 

1. Synthesized Attributes. They are computed from the values of the attributes of the 

children nodes. 

2. Inherited Attributes. They are computed from the values of the attributes of both the 

siblings and the parent nodes 

Syntax Directed Definitions: An Example 

• Example. Let us consider the Grammar for arithmetic expressions. The Syntax Directed 

Definition associates to each non terminal a synthesized attribute called val. 



   

 

 

 

 

 

 

S-ATTRIBUTED DEFINITIONS 

Definition. An S-Attributed Definition is a Syntax Directed Definition that uses only 

synthesized attributes. 

• Evaluation Order. Semantic rules in a S-Attributed Definition can be evaluated by a 

bottom-up, or PostOrder, traversal of the parse-tree. 

• Example. The above arithmetic grammar is an example of an S-Attributed 

Definition. The annotated parse-tree for the input 3*5+4n is:



  

 

 
 

 

 

 

Restrictions for translation schemes: 

1. Inherited attribute of Xi must be computed by an action before Xi. 

2. An action must not refer to synthesized attribute of any symbol to the right of that action. 

3. Synthesized attribute for A can only be computed after all attributes it references have been 

completed (usually at end of RHS). 

SYMBOL TABLES 

A symbol table is a major data structure used in a compiler. Associates attributes with identifiers 

used in a program. For instance, a type attribute is usually associated with each identifier. A symbol 

table is a necessary component Definition (declaration) of identifiers appears once in a program .Use 

of identifiers may appear in many places of the program text Identifiers and attributes are entered by 

the analysis phases. When processing a definition (declaration) of an identifier. In simple languages 

with only global variables and implicit declarations. The scanner can enter an identifier into a symbol 

table if it is not already there  In block-structured languages with scopes and explicit declarations: 

   The parser and/or semantic analyzer enter identifiers and corresponding attributes    

Symbol table information is used by the analysis and synthesis phases 

   To verify that used identifiers have been defined (declared) 

 To verify that expressions and assignments are semantically correct – type checking.    

 To generate intermediate or target code 

 

➢ lookup – to search for a name and return a pointer to its entry 

➢ set_attribute – to associate an attribute with a given entry 

➢ get_attribute – to get an attribute associated with a 

given entry 

RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT 

➢ Runtime organization of different storage locations 

➢ Representation of scopes and extents during program execution. 

➢ Components of executing program reside in blocks of memory (supplied by OS). 

➢ Three kinds of entities that need to be managed at runtime: 

o Generated code for various procedures and programs. 

   forms text or code segment of your program: size known at compile time. 

o Data objects: 

   Global variables/constants: size known at compile time 

   Variables declared within procedures/blocks: size known 

   Variables created dynamically: size unknown. 



  

 

 
 

 

 

o Stack to keep track of procedure 

     activations. Subdivide memory conceptually into 

code and data areas: 

▪ Code: 

Program     instructions 

▪ Stack: Manage activation of procedures at runtime. 

▪ Heap: holds variables created dynamically 

STORAGE ORGANIZATION 

1. Fixed-size objects can be placed in predefined locations. 
 



  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

2. Run-time stack and heap The STACK is used to store: 

o Procedure activations. 

o The status of the machine just before calling a procedure, so that the status can be 

restored when the called procedure returns. 

o  The HEAP stores data allocated under program control (e.g. by malloc() in C). 

Activation records 

STATIC ALLOCATION 

Statically allocated names are bound to storage at compile time. Storage 

bindings of statically allocated names never change, so even if a name is local to a 

procedure, its name is always bound to the same storage. The compiler uses the type 

of a name (retrieved from the symbol table) to determine storage size required. The 

required number of bytes (possibly aligned) is set aside for the name.The address of 

the storage is fixed at compile time. 

Limitations: 

− The size required must be known at compile time. 

− Recursive procedures cannot be implemented as all locals are 

statically allocated. 

 

❖ Stack-dynamic allocation 

✓ Storage is organized as a stack. 

✓ Activation records are pushed and popped. 

✓ Locals and parameters are contained in the activation records for the call. 

✓ This  

✓ means locals are bound to fresh storage on every call. 

✓ If we have a stack growing downwards, we just need a stack_top pointer. 

✓ To allocate a new activation record, we just increase stack_top. 

✓ To deallocate an existing activation record, we just decrease stack_top. 

 
 



  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
❖ Address generation in stack allocation 

The position of the activation record on the stack cannot be determined statically. 

Therefore the compiler must generate addresses RELATIVE to the activation record. 

If we have a downward-growing stack and a stack_top pointer, we generate addresses 

of the form stack_top + offset 

. 

HEAP ALLOCATION 

Some languages do not have tree-structured allocations. In these cases, 

activations have to be allocated on the heap. This allows strange situations,  like 

callee activations that live longer than their callers’ activations. This is not common 

Heap is used for allocating space for objects created at run timeFor example: nodes of 

dynamic data structures such as linked lists and trees 

 



  

 

 
 

 

 

 



    

                   

                 COMPILER DESIGN IMPORTANT QUESTIONS 

Q1. Difference between compiler and interpreter? 

Q2. Difference between Linker and Loader? 

Q3. Explain the structure of compiler in detail? 

Q4. Difference between one pass and multi pass compiler? 

Q5.Define bootstrapping? 

Q6. Define cross compiler ? 

Q7. Explain different compiler construction tools? 

Q8. Define Macros? 

Q9. Define Pre-Processor? 

Q10.Explain various types of translators ? 

Q11. Explain the role of lexical analyzer? 

Q12How lexical analyzer is implemented . Construct a lexical analyzer for tokens begin, for, 

while ,wait, identifier? 

Q13Define context free grammar? 

Q14.What is parse tree? Define the role of parser in compiler construction? 

Q15.Explain various data structures used for implementing the symbol table and compare 

them? 

Q16.Explain peep-hole optimization by taking a suitable example? 

Q17.Explain Depth first search? 

Q18.What are the problems in code generations phase? 

Q19. Explain different types of parsers? 

Q20. Perform shift-reduce parsing for the string id+id*id,for the grammar given below : 

E→E+E 

E→E*E 



    

E→(E) 

E→id 

Q22.Explain operator precedence grammar? 

Q23. Explain the concept of top-down parsing? 

Q24.Consider the left-recursive grammar : 

E→E+T/T 

T→T*F/F 

F→(E)/id 

Eliminate immediate left recursion? 

Q25.Difference between left recursion and left factoring? 

Q26.What is LR parser? Write down the advantages of LR parser? 

Q27. Difference between different types of LR parsers? 

Q28. Define syntax directed translation schmes? 

Q29. Explain the concept of intermediate code generation, its advantages and 

representation of intermediate code? 

Q30. Difference between parse tree and syntax tree? 

Q31. Explain three address code? And types of three address code? 

Q32. Explain the data structure for symbol table? 

Q33. What is code optimization? Explain the classification of different code optimization 

techniques? 

Q34. What is inherited translation? 

  

                                                           

 

 

 

 



    

                                            ANSWERS 

Q16. Peephole optimization involves changing the small set of instructions to an equivalent 
set that has better performance. For example, instead of pushing register A onto the stack 
and then immediately popping the value back into register .peephole optimization would 
remove both instructions. 

Peephole is the machine dependent optimization. 

Objectives of Peephole Optimization: 
The objective of peephole optimization is: 

1. To improve performance 
2. To reduce memory footprint 
3. To reduce code size 

Peephole Optimization Techniques: 
1. Redundant load and store elimination: 

In this technique the redundancy is eliminated. 
2. Initial code: 
3. y = x + 5; 
4. i = y; 
5. z = i; 
6. w = z * 3; 
7.  
8. Optimized code: 
9. y = x + 5; 
10. i = y; 

w = y * 3;  
11. Constant folding: 

The code that can be simplified by user itself, is simplified. 
12. Initial code: 
13. x = 2 * 3; 
14.  
15. Optimized code: 

x = 6;  
16. Strength Reduction: 

The operators that consume higher execution time are replaced by the operators 
consuming less execution time. 

17. Initial code: 
18. y = x * 2; 
19.  
20. Optimized code: 
21. y = x + x;    or     y = x << 1; 
22.  
23. Initial code: 
24. y = x / 2; 
25.  
26. Optimized code: 



    

y = x >> 1;  
27. Null sequences: 

Useless operations are deleted. 
28. Combine operations: 

Several operations are replaced by a single equivalent operation. 
 

Q26. LR Parser: LR parsing is one type of bottom up parsing. It is used to parse the large 

class of grammars.In the LR parsing, "L" stands for left-to-right scanning of the input."R" 

stands for constructing a right most derivation in reverse. "K" is the number of input symbols 

of the look ahead used to make number of parsing decision.LR parsing is divided into four parts: 

LR (0) parsing, SLR parsing, CLR parsing and LALR parsing. 

 

Advantages :  

1.LR parsers can handle a large class of context-free grammars. 

2.The LR parsing method is a most general non-back tracking shift-reduce parsing method. 

3.An LR parser can detect the syntax errors as soon as they can occur. 

4 LR grammars can describe more languages than LL grammars. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



    

Q23. Top-down parsing constructs parse tree for the input string, starting from root node 
and creating the nodes of parse tree in pre-order. 

It is done by leftmost derivation for an input string. 

 

 

 

Q28. Syntax directed translation scheme 
o The Syntax directed translation scheme is a context -free grammar. 

o The syntax directed translation scheme is used to evaluate the order of semantic 
rules. 



    

o In translation scheme, the semantic rules are embedded within the right side of the 
productions. 

o The position at which an action is to be executed is shown by enclosed between 
braces. It is written within the right side of the production. 

Example 

Production Semantic Rules 

S → E $ { printE.VAL } 

E → E + E {E.VAL := E.VAL + E.VAL } 

E → E * E {E.VAL := E.VAL * E.VAL } 

E → (E) {E.VAL := E.VAL } 

E → I {E.VAL := I.VAL } 

I → I digit {I.VAL := 10 * I.VAL + LEXVAL } 

I → digit { I.VAL:= LEXVAL} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


